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As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows
young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience.
Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty
years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving
and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's
book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A
Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial
favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every
Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk
Ends, and A Light in the Attic!
Parables make up one-third of Jesus' speech in the New Testament. In this volume, Richard Lischer provides an expert guide to
these parables and proposes an important distinction between reading and interpreting the parables. Emphasizing the importance
of reading the parables versus interpreting them, Lischer asserts that reading offers a kind of breathing space to explore historical,
literary, theological, and socio-political dimensions of the parables and their various meanings, whereas interpreting implies an
expert and critical position that must be defended. In this volume, Lischer lays out four theories for reading parables: 1) parables
obscure truth; 2) parables teach many truths; 3) parables teach one truth; and 4) parables undermine the truth. Ultimately, he
concludes that biblical parables undermine dominant myths called "the truth" to shine light on the Truth that is Jesus, God's
presence with us.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary
flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history.
Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format
volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text
make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Presents a case of scandal, crime, and justice in medieval France, where a Norman knight returns from Scotland and finds his wife
accusing an old friend and fellow courtier of raping her, leading to a battle to the death.
Tells a parable in which the farmer turns a simple pumpkin into a glorious sight to illustrate that God wants His children to be full of
light.
Accessible study helps lay readers understand and apply the parables of Jesus
Hear Then the Parable is an innovative literary-social reading of all the parables of Jesus.
Winner of the Nebula Award for Best Novel: The powerful and compelling sequel to the dystopian classic Parable of the Sower Lauren
Olamina was only eighteen when her family was killed, and anarchy encroached on her Southern California home. She fled the war zone for
the hope of quiet and safety in the north. There she founded Acorn, a peaceful community based on a religion of her creation, called
Earthseed, whose central tenet is that God is change. Five years later, Lauren has married a doctor and given birth to a daughter. Acorn is
beginning to thrive. But outside the tranquil group’s walls, America is changing for the worse. Presidential candidate Andrew Steele Jarret
wins national fame by preaching a return to the values of the American golden age. To his marauding followers, who are identified by their
crosses and black robes, this is a call to arms to end religious tolerance and racial equality—a brutal doctrine they enforce by machine gun.
And as this band of violent extremists sets its deadly sights on Earthseed, Acorn is plunged into a harrowing fight for its very survival. Taking
its place alongside Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, Butler’s eerily prophetic novel offers a terrifying vision of our potential future,
but also one of hope. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.
A concise but thorough survey of current scholarly thinking on Jesus' parables, for the ordinary reader.
A clear and thorough introduction to the best known of Jesus' teachings, this much-needed text examines what parables are, why Jesus
taught in parables, and the purpose and place of parables in the Gospel narratives. Invaluable for the beginning seminary or college students
and for church study groups, this enlightening work reveals the meaning of the parables when they were first given, their meaning for the
Gospel writers, and their meaning for us today.
11 sessions. "More than one-third of Jesus' recorded teaching is in the form of parables...Why did Jesus choose to teach in parables? A story
catches the attention, fires the imagination...We find ourselves identifying with the characters...they inspire us to respond and to act.Through
the parables we can see the world in which Jesus lived."- from the introduction
The parables of Jesus seem designed to sneak up on us and upend our assumptions. The familiar takes an unexpected turn and the
listener's secret thoughts are exposed. In these twelves studies, John White invites us to lend an ear to thes greatest stories ever told—stories
with power to reveal us to ourselves.
A retelling in rhymed verse of the parable of the lost sheep.
Jesus' parables can't simply be interpreted, they must be experienced. In the gospels, Jesus used parables to teach transformative lessons
and convey deep spiritual truths about the kingdom of God. But he often used them to confront and challenge his audience as well, forcing
them to open or close their hearts to the kingdom. Jesus understood the power of stories, but there are some things lost in translation when
we try to interpret those same stories thousands of years removed from their original context. The unexpected twists and surprises in the
parables might be missed by a modern audience because they're unfamiliar with the underlying points of reference. In Surprised by the
Parables, Michelle Lee Barnewall explores the ancient context these parables drew from. These stories of grace reveal many of the mysteries
central to God's character, and understanding the ancient world behind them will help us see the parables from a new perspective.
One of numerous texts that were removed from the Bible. This piece was traditionally attributed to Enoch. These Parables are part of the
tradition of Apocalyptic Literature, and come to us as the Voice of God.
A comprehensive study of Jesus's parables that emphasizes personal reflection and application Jesus's parables used familiar situations to
convey deep spiritual truths in ways that are provocative and subversive of the status quo. Prayerfulness was pictured by a persistent widow.
The joy of salvation in the homecoming of a lost son. Love of neighbor by a marginalized Samaritan. If we're not careful, we can easily miss
details in the parables that reveal their subtle meanings as well as their contemporary relevance. Drawing on scholarship on the parables as
well as theological, pastoral, and practical insights, Douglas Webster guides the reader through each of Jesus's parables, pointing out the
important nuances that allow us to understand them and be transformed by them. Reflection questions at the end of each chapter can be
used for personal or group study, and an appendix for pastors provides guidance for preaching the parables. Pastors, Bible teachers, and
serious students of Scripture will find this tour through Jesus's parabolic teaching to be a feast for both the mind and the soul.
"Some sections of the Bible give us grand theology. Some move us to grateful responses to God. But the parables break through mere words
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and make us ask whether there has indeed been any real difference in our lives." In this beloved classic, James Boice takes us
systematically through the parables of Jesus, grouping them into five categories: parables of the kingdom, salvation, wisdom and folly, the
Christian life, and judgment. In each section Boice brings Jesus' words to bear on life today. Through his careful study and clear explanation
of each parable—born from a sermon series he preached at the Tenth Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia, where he pastored for 32
years—he helps us understand just what Jesus meant, and how our hearts and lives ought to respond. Jesus' parables are memorable for a
reason. Discover their power for yourself.
Introduces and retells eight of the parables told by Jesus.
A multiple Hugo and Nebula Award winner’s powerful saga of survival and destiny in a near-future dystopian America. One of the world’s
most respected authors of science fiction imagines an apocalyptic near-future Earth where a remarkable young woman discovers that her
destiny calls her to try and change the world around her. Octavia E. Butler’s brilliant two-volume Earthseed saga offers a startling vision of an
all-too-possible tomorrow, in which walls offer no protection from a civilization gone mad. Parable of the Sower: In the aftermath of worldwide
ecological and economic apocalypse, minister’s daughter Lauren Oya Olamina escapes the slaughter that claims the lives of her family and
nearly every other member of their gated California community. Heading north with two young companions through an American wasteland,
the courageous young woman faces dangers at every turn while spreading the word of a remarkable new religion that embraces survival and
change. Parable of the Talents: Called to the new, hard truth of Earthseed, the small community of the dispossessed that now surrounds
Lauren Olamina looks to her—their leader—for guidance. But when the evil that has grown out of the ashes of human society destroys all she
has built, the prophet is forced to choose between preserving her faith or her family. The Earthseed novels cement Butler’s reputation as
“one of the finest voices in fiction—period” (TheWashington Post Book World). Stunningly prescient and breathtakingly relevant to our times,
this dark vision of a future America is a masterwork of powerful speculation that ushers us into a broken, dangerously divided world of bigotry,
social inequality, mob violence, and ultimately hope.
In this book, which covers all of Jesus’ parables, award-winning author Gerhard Lohfink takes a closer look at the origins of each one—its
shape, its realistic details, but most of all its original message and the situation into which it was once spoken. Jesus’ parables speak in bold
images of the kingdom of God, making it present to us as they reveal something of the mystery of his own person. Lohfink also offers a
review of some of the scholarship in this area—as this topic has sustained research on Jesus since the first telling of these stories—but not for
the purposes of debate. His reflections interpret the forty parables and show how they speak of the coming of the reign of God, lead us to
Jesus, and reveal the mystery of Jesus himself.
Worship with art as you color-in 46 stunning illustrations based on the parables of Jesus, each with a corresponding devotion and prompts for
spiritual reflection and artistic exercise. God's creativity is everywhere. It's mirrored by His creation--even evident in the illustrative teachings
of His Son. This stunning book of 46 soulful, colorable pictures is based on the parables of Jesus. Color the parables, be immersed in their
valuable lessons in a unique way, engaging your own creativity, and strengthen your faith. Also included are 46 uplifting devotions, one
related to each parable, and 46 thought-provoking prompts for meaningful reflection and artistic expression. These pages provide worshipful
exercises to inspire the artist in you, with space for illustrated prayer and journaling.

A king assigns each of his three beloved daughters the task of building a castle for him in his absence, but before he
returns, one has disobeyed, one has lost her faith, and one has lovingly completed her task to the best of her ability.
Craig Blomberg surveys the contemporary critical approaches to the parables--including those that have emerged in the
twenty years since the first edition. This widely used text has taken a minority perspective and made it mainstream, with
Blomberg ably defending a limited allegorical approach and offering brief interpretations of all the major parables.
With rhyming text, tells the story of Saul, who was a Pharisee trying to end Christianity until Jesus called him, blinded
him, renamed him Paul, and showed him how to understand the grace of God.
The Arch® Book series tells popular Bible stories through fun-to-read rhymes and bright illustrations. This well-loved
series captures the attention of children, telling scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and easy to remember.
The first volume of Capon's trilogy on Jesus' parables, The Parables of the Kingdom covers the short, almost onesentence parables that occur in the Gospels before the feeding of the five thousand. Offering a fresh look at these
parables in the light of their entire gospel and biblical context, Capon elucidates Jesus' proclamation of the kingdom of
God.
Christ never actually told us how to "do church." So why is much of our time and energy as leaders and shepherds
consumed with chasing after tips, tricks, and secrets to "grow" churches, hoping that they somehow also reach and
maintain spiritual health? Although Jesus never gave us directions for church, through his parables he creatively revealed
what we should experience in our communities together--he revealed the culture of his kingdom. In Parable Church,
pastor and author Mike Burnette unpacks unique insights from Jesus' parables that can help us to understand and
experience the full, transformative life in community we are divinely intended to live. While we've tended to focus
boundless energy on growing our churches through strategies, programs, and metric-based insights, Christ always
focused on the heart and the values of the Father, the values that actually change lives. Parable Church weaves together
personal narratives, unique cultural observations, and compellingly fresh biblical insights to paint a picture of something
unimaginably greater than what most people think of when they think of Jesus or his Church.
A New York Times Notable Book: In 2025, with the world descending into madness and anarchy, one woman begins a
fateful journey toward a better future. “A stunner.” —Flea, musician and actor, TheWall Street Journal Lauren Olamina
and her family live in one of the only safe neighborhoods remaining on the outskirts of Los Angeles. Behind the walls of
their defended enclave, Lauren’s father, a preacher, and a handful of other citizens try to salvage what remains of a
culture that has been destroyed by drugs, disease, war, and chronic water shortages. While her father tries to lead
people on the righteous path, Lauren struggles with hyperempathy, a condition that makes her extraordinarily sensitive to
the pain of others. When fire destroys their compound, Lauren’s family is killed and she is forced out into a world that is
fraught with danger. With a handful of other refugees, Lauren must make her way north to safety, along the way
conceiving a revolutionary idea that may mean salvation for all mankind. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.
Winner of the 2009 Christianity Today Award for Biblical Studies, Stories with Intent offers pastors and students a comprehensive and
accessible guide to Jesus' parables. Klyne Snodgrass explores in vivid detail the historical context in which these stories were told, the part
they played in Jesus' overall message, and the ways in which they have been interpreted in the church and the academy. Snodgrass begins
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by surveying the primary issues in parables interpretation and providing an overview of other parables--often neglected in the
discussion--from the Old Testament, Jewish writings, and the Greco-Roman world. He then groups the more important parables of Jesus
thematically and offers a comprehensive treatment of each, exploring both background and significance for today. This tenth anniversary
edition includes a substantial new chapter that surveys developments in the interpretation of parables since the book's original 2008
publication.
A guide to preaching the parables that shows how to first interpret the parables, then proclaim their significance.
Pastor-teacher John MacArthur helps readers understand Jesus’ parables and how they relate to the whole of His message. Jesus was a
master storyteller, and the parables He told were ingeniously simple word pictures with profound spiritual lessons. Understanding the
parables is a crucial matter for followers of Jesus. Jesus told parables so His people might comprehend His message about the kingdom of
God clearly. Master expositor and Bible commentator John MacArthur has spent a lifetime explaining the Word of God in clear and
comprehensible terms. In Parables he helps Christians understand the essential lessons contained in the most famous and influential short
stories the world has ever known.
The Good Samaritan. The Prodigal Son. The Pearl of Great Price. Jesus was well known for using parables to illustrate a point. These short
stories can be simple enough for a child to understand, yet they are also profound and have left many puzzled about their meaning. In this
booklet, Dr. R.C. Sproul walks through eleven of Jesus' parables and the rich lessons they carry for us today. Dr. Sproul also explains how
parables worked to clarify Jesus' message for some--and to conceal it from others. The Crucial Questions booklet series by Dr. R.C. Sproul
offers succinct answers to important questions often asked by Christians and thoughtful inquirers.
?The third volume in the Biblical Explorations series from bestselling New Testament writer Paula Gooder explores a major exponent of the
Gospels: the parables of Jesus. Covering every parable, this volume focuses on some of the best-known stories in the gospels, mining their
meaning afresh today. It considers why Jesus spoke in pictures and opens up the world behind the parables to reveal just how striking,
memorable and challenging they were for their original hearers. Biblical Explorations is an exciting series that offers an accessible and
informed study of the best loved texts in Scripture. Rooted in the conviction that greater understanding of the Bible leads to deeper
discipleship, it is an essential resource for preachers, teachers and study group leaders, as well as those who simply wish to get to know the
Bible better.
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